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Monkey: Not Ready for the Baby (Hardback)
By Marc Brown

Random House USA Inc, United States, 2016. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 229 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. The new baby is coming soon. but Monkey is NOT ready.
Acclaimed author and illustrator Marc Brown offers a fun and reassuring story about becoming a big
brother. Monkey is very nervous about the new baby. He likes being a little brother! Before the big
arrival, Monkey must learn about what it means to be a big brother. Mommy, Daddy, and Brother
show Monkey how to prepare for the baby: Monkey can share his old baby things with his new little
sibling. He can go to the hospital with Mommy to feel the baby kicking! Monkey can even help
Mommy pick out all of the things that the baby will need, and get her packed and ready for the
hospital. Finally, Monkey is ready to be a big brother! Praise for Monkey: Not Ready for Kindergarten
Brown s hand-scrawled text and childlike pencil-and-gouache artwork give the impression that he s
on Monkey s side--and that of readers--from the very first page, creating an eminently reassuring
and empathetic resource for kindergarteners-to-be. ?Publishers Weekly, Starred.
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Reviews
Absolutely one of the better ebook We have ever study. it had been writtern quite completely and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Carol Lehner II
Certainly, this is actually the greatest job by any publisher. It is really simplistic but shocks within the 50 % of the pdf. I am just happy to tell you that this is
the very best ebook i have read in my own lifestyle and may be he greatest ebook for actually.
-- Marge Jacobson MD
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